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The wavefront in the exit pupil of a microscope objective (NA=0.4) is obtained
with a phase retrieval method based on the ENZ theory. The ENZ method
calculates the wavefront from measured intensity distributions of through-focus
planes. Comparison of this method with a direct interferometric method shows
an agreement better than /70 (rms) for relative wavefront measurements.

1 Introduction
The quality of optical systems is conventionally
assessed by interferometric tools requiring special
setups and environmental conditions. The aberration retrieval method presented here relies only on
intensity measurements in the focal region of the
imaging system being tested. Hence, a simple
setup for imaging the intensity distribution in the
focal region is sufficient.
A brief description of the phase retrieval method is
given in sec. 2, the setup for the through focus
imaging is presented in sec. 3 and comparison
measurements with an interferometric setup are
shown in sec. 4. Finally, the results and the conclusion are presented in sec. 5 and 6.
2 Extended-Nijboer-Zernike (ENZ) based Aberration Retrieval
The field P (  ,  ) in the exit pupil of an optical system is represented in polar coordinates by a Zernike expansion
P(  ,  )  A(  , )e (  , )    nm Z nm (  , )

the measured intensity values I(r,,f) and the  nm
coefficients. Hence, the field P (  ,  ) can be reconstructed from the measurands I(r,,f) by solving
the corresponding system of linear equations.
3 Measurement Setup
A diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Diagram of the phase retrieval measurement
setup.

A collimated beam (=633 nm) is folded and passes the lens under test (microscope objective with
NA=0.4). Images of the focal region (Fig. 2) are
captured by an imaging objective with NA=0.9 and
imaged with a tube lens on the CCD.

(1)

n,m

with complex coefficients  nm . The relationship
between P (  ,  ) and the field in the focal region is
given by the Debye diffraction integral. A semi
analytic solution to this integral is given by the
extended Nijboer-Zernike theory. The intensity
distribution in the focal region can be described by
this theory in cylindrical coordinates as
2
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m

m
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with the Vnm functions as given in [1]. Equation (2)
can be linearized with respect to the  nm coefficients and a system of linear equations is constructed from this linearized relationship between

Fig. 2 Measured intensity distribution in one of the
through-focus planes (top). The graph on the bottom
shows the measured intensity on the optical axis. The
red line marks the position of the focal plane shown on
the top.
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The lens u
under test is mounted on
n a 2D scann
ning
stage. By m
moving the stage
s
along the optical a
axis,
the intensity distributio
ons in 30 fo
ocal planes are
measured. In order to calibrate
c
the magnificatio
on of
the imagin
ng part, the scanning stage
s
is mo
oved
perpendicu
ular to the optical
o
axis before
b
and a
after
each throu
ugh-focus scan.
s
The magnification
m
n is
calculated from the sp
pot positions and the me
easured scann
ning stage po
ositions.
Systematicc errors of the
e setup are compensated
c
d by
performing relative measurement
m
s. This me
eans
that one m
measurementt with the sin
ngle microsccope
objective and a second
d measureme
ent with an a
additional aberrration plate has
h been perrformed (Fig . 3).

R
5 Results
A Zernike
Z
fit of
o the same number of coefficients
was
s performed
d for the innterferometric
c measureme
ent data. The
e relative m
measurementt results for
two
o different aberration
a
pl ates of both
h measureme
ent methods and their ddifference is
s shown in
Fig. 5. The results shown hhave not bee
en compensated for possib
ble orientatioon errors due
e to different
mo
ountings of the aberratioon plates in the setups.
Tilt and defocu
us have beeen removed since these
erro
ors remain unknown
u
in both measurement setups
s.

Fig. 3 Meassurement confi
figurations of th
he phase retri
rieval
setup.

The differe
ence of both measureme
ents should o
only
depend on the aberrations of the ab
berrations pllate,
since the ssystematic aberrations
a
of
o the incom
ming
wave frontt and the im
maging partt are cance
eled.
In total, 59 Zernike coe
efficients  nm (n12, |m|5)
ed.
have been reconstructe
4 Compariison Measurrements
The phase
e retrieval measurements have b
been
validated by interfferometric measureme
ents.

Fig
g. 5 Measurem
ment results oof the phase of
o the wavefron
nt of two aberrration plates ((left and right) for the interfero
ometric setup (top), the phaase retrieval se
etup (middle)
and
d the differenc
ce between bboth measure
ement results
(bottom). Lateral coordinates aare normalize
ed to a maximum
m radius of 1, phase valuess are given in nm.
n

The
e rms difference is 7.4 nm
m (left in Fig
g. 5) respective
ely 7.0 nm (right in Fig. 5)).
6 Conclusion
C

Fig. 4 Meassurement con
nfigurations of
o interferom
metric
setup.

A Fizeau interferomete
er with a flat reference surface (Zeisss Direct 100 [2]) has been used for the
comparison
n measurem
ments. The spherical w
wave
formed by the microsccope objectiv
ve was refleccted
by a conca
ave referencce mirror. Ag
gain, two me
easurements h
have been performed
p
(Fig. 4), one w
without and on
ne with the aberration plate.
p
Hence
e, all
systematic errors of the
t
referenc
ce surfaces are
compensatted for.

The
e phase retrrieval resultss using the ENZ theory
sho
ow a good agreement w
with the inte
erferometric
me
easurement results. Thee repeatability of the
pha
ase retrieval measuremeents is curre
ently limited
setup.
vibrations
of
the
wever, abso
olute aberraation measurement is
How
pos
ssible but it requires a thorough ca
alibration of
the
e entire setup
p in the futuree.
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